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Where the Red Fern GrowsTangerineWhen Bad Things Happen to Good PeopleHillbilly
ElegyWhere Do They Go?Sad GirlsWhat Happens When a Loved One Dies?The Book
ThiefEducatedWithout YouSad Isn't BadAlexander and the Terrible, Horrible, No Good, Very
Bad DayChildren Grieve, TooAnxiety-Free KidsThe Goodbye BookLife and ISomething
HappenedThe Bad BeginningWhy Do I Feel So Sad?Something Very Sad HappenedSo Sad
TodayA Terrible Thing HappenedThe Great Gatsby (with Audio & Text)Baby Happy Baby
SadLifetimesOut of My MindFuriously HappyThe Giving TreeAsk a ManagerWhy Did Grandpa
Die?Someone Special DiedThe Tale of DespereauxWhere Are You: A Child's Book about
LossThe Things We Cannot SayMissing MummyI Miss YouLosing a Parent to Death in the
Early YearsI Have a Question about DeathThe End of Something WonderfulWhen Your
Grandparent Dies
In Furiously Happy, #1 New York Times bestselling author Jenny Lawson explores her lifelong
battle with mental illness. A hysterical, ridiculous book about crippling depression and anxiety?
That sounds like a terrible idea. But terrible ideas are what Jenny does best. As Jenny says:
"Some people might think that being 'furiously happy' is just an excuse to be stupid and
irresponsible and invite a herd of kangaroos over to your house without telling your husband
first because you suspect he would say no since he's never particularly liked kangaroos. And
that would be ridiculous because no one would invite a herd of kangaroos into their house.
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Two is the limit. I speak from personal experience. My husband says that none is the new limit.
I say he should have been clearer about that before I rented all those kangaroos. "Most of my
favorite people are dangerously fucked-up but you'd never guess because we've learned to
bare it so honestly that it becomes the new normal. Like John Hughes wrote in The Breakfast
Club, 'We're all pretty bizarre. Some of us are just better at hiding it.' Except go back and cross
out the word 'hiding.'" Furiously Happy is about "taking those moments when things are fine
and making them amazing, because those moments are what make us who we are, and
they're the same moments we take into battle with us when our brains declare war on our very
existence. It's the difference between "surviving life" and "living life". It's the difference between
"taking a shower" and "teaching your monkey butler how to shampoo your hair." It's the
difference between being "sane" and being "furiously happy." Lawson is beloved around the
world for her inimitable humor and honesty, and in Furiously Happy, she is at her snortinducing funniest. This is a book about embracing everything that makes us who we are - the
beautiful and the flawed - and then using it to find joy in fantastic and outrageous ways.
Because as Jenny's mom says, "Maybe 'crazy' isn't so bad after all." Sometimes crazy is just
right.On a day when everything goes wrong for him, Alexander is consoled by the thought that
other people have bad days too.From acclaimed poet and creator of the popular twitter
account @SoSadToday comes the darkly funny and brutally honest collection of essays that
Roxane Gay called "sad and uncomfortable and their own kind of gorgeous." Melissa Broder
always struggled with anxiety. In the fall of 2012, she went through a harrowing cycle of panic
attacks and dread that wouldn't abate for months. So she began @sosadtoday, an anonymous
Twitter feed that allowed her to express her darkest feelings, and which quickly gained a
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dedicated following. In SO SAD TODAY, Broder delves deeper into the existential themes she
explores on Twitter, grappling with sex, death, love low self-esteem, addiction, and the drama
of waiting for the universe to text you back. With insights as sharp as her humor, Broder
explores--in prose that is both ballsy and beautiful, aggressively colloquial and achingly
poetic--questions most of us are afraid to even acknowledge, let alone answer, in order to
discover what it really means to be a person in this modern world.A simple, clear story which
helps children whose baby sibling has died at birth to understand what has happened, to deal
with all of the feelings that are arising, and to continue to feel loved and secure.#1 NEW YORK
TIMES, WALL STREET JOURNAL, AND BOSTON GLOBE BESTSELLER • One of the most
acclaimed books of our time: an unforgettable memoir about a young woman who, kept out of
school, leaves her survivalist family and goes on to earn a PhD from Cambridge University “An
amazing story, and truly inspiring. It’s even better than you’ve heard.”—Bill Gates NAMED
ONE OF THE TEN BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY THE NEW YORK TIMES BOOK
REVIEW • ONE OF PRESIDENT BARACK OBAMA’S FAVORITE BOOKS OF THE YEAR •
BILL GATES’S HOLIDAY READING LIST • FINALIST: National Book Critics Circle’s Award In
Autobiography and John Leonard Prize For Best First Book • PEN/Jean Stein Book Award •
Los Angeles Times Book Prize Born to survivalists in the mountains of Idaho, Tara Westover
was seventeen the first time she set foot in a classroom. Her family was so isolated from
mainstream society that there was no one to ensure the children received an education, and
no one to intervene when one of Tara’s older brothers became violent. When another brother
got himself into college, Tara decided to try a new kind of life. Her quest for knowledge
transformed her, taking her over oceans and across continents, to Harvard and to Cambridge
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University. Only then would she wonder if she’d traveled too far, if there was still a way home.
“Beautiful and propulsive . . . Despite the singularity of [Westover’s] childhood, the questions
her book poses are universal: How much of ourselves should we give to those we love? And
how much must we betray them to grow up?”—Vogue NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS
OF THE YEAR BY The Washington Post • O: The Oprah Magazine • Time • NPR • Good
Morning America • San Francisco Chronicle • The Guardian • The Economist • Financial Times
• Newsday • New York Post • theSkimm • Refinery29 • Bloomberg • Self • Real Simple • Tow
& Country • Bustle • Paste • Publishers Weekly • Library Journal • LibraryReads • BookRiot •
Pamela Paul, KQED • New York Public LibraryA "tool for parents, caregivers, therapists, and
teachers to help young children understand the concept of death and begin the process of
coping with the loss"--Amazon.com.Considered by many to be mentally retarded, a brilliant,
impatient fifth-grader with cerebral palsy discovers a technological device that will allow her to
speak for the first time.Whether children are experiencing grief and loss for the first time or
simply curious, it can be difficult to know how to talk to them about death. Using questions
posed in a child’s voice and answers that start simply and become more in-depth, this book
allows adults to guide the conversation to a natural and reassuring conclusion. Additional
questions at the back of the book allow for further discussion. Child psychologist Dr. Jillian
Roberts designed the Just Enough series to empower parents/caregivers to start
conversations with young ones about difficult or challenging subject matter. What Happens
When a Loved One Dies? is the second book in the series. For more information, visit
www.justenoughseries.com.Now a New York Times bestseller! From the author of Truths I
Never Told You, Before I Let You Go, and the upcoming The Warsaw Orphan, Kelly Rimmer’s
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powerful WWII novel follows a woman’s urgent search for answers to a family mystery that
uncovers truths about herself that she never expected. “Kelly Rimmer has outdone herself. I
thought that Before I Let You Go was one of the best novels I had ever read⋯If you only have
time to read one book this year The Things We Cannot Say should be that book. Keep tissues
handy.”—Fresh Fiction “Fans of The Nightingale and Lilac Girls will adore The Things We
Cannot Say.” —Pam Jenoff, New York Times bestselling author In 1942, Europe remains in
the relentless grip of war. Just beyond the tents of the Russian refugee camp she calls home,
a young woman speaks her wedding vows. It’s a decision that will alter her destiny⋯and it’s a
lie that will remain buried until the next century. Since she was nine years old, Alina Dziak
knew she would marry her best friend, Tomasz. Now fifteen and engaged, Alina is
unconcerned by reports of Nazi soldiers at the Polish border, believing her neighbors that they
pose no real threat, and dreams instead of the day Tomasz returns from college in Warsaw so
they can be married. But little by little, injustice by brutal injustice, the Nazi occupation takes
hold, and Alina’s tiny rural village, its families, are divided by fear and hate. Then, as the fabric
of their lives is slowly picked apart, Tomasz disappears. Where Alina used to measure time
between visits from her beloved, now she measures the spaces between hope and despair,
waiting for word from Tomasz and avoiding the attentions of the soldiers who patrol her
parents’ farm. But for now, even deafening silence is preferable to grief. Slipping between Nazioccupied Poland and the frenetic pace of modern life, Kelly Rimmer creates an emotional and
finely wrought narrative. The Things We Cannot Say is an unshakable reminder of the
devastation when truth is silenced⋯and how it can take a lifetime to find our voice before we
learn to trust it. Don't miss Kelly Rimmer's new and unforgettable novel, The Warsaw Orphan.A
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young girl describes the anger and sadness she feels after someone she loved dies, and
makes a scrapbook to remember the things they did together.Bestselling novelist (How the
Garcia Girls Lost Their Accents) and children's (The Tia Lola Stories) author Julia Alvarez's
new picture book is a beautifully crafted poem for children that gently addresses the emotional
side of death. The book asks, "When somebody dies, where do they go? / Do they go where
the wind goes when it blows? Do they wink back at me when I wish on a star? Do they
whisper, 'You're perfect, just as you are'? " Illustrated by Vermont woodcut artist, Sabra Field,
Where Do They Go? is a beautiful and comforting meditation on death, asking questions young
readers might have about what happens to those they love after they die. A Spanish-language
edition of the book, ¿Donde va a parar?, is available in paperback.A videocassette to assist
children in coping with death. VHS.A new edition of the classic self-help guide by the respected
rabbi explains how to find comfort and strength in the face of tragedy and the challenges of life
and how to understand God's role in recovery. By the author of How Good Do We Have to Be?
Reprint. 75,000 first printing.THE #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER IS NOW A MAJORMOTION PICTURE DIRECTED BY RON HOWARD AND STARRING AMY ADAMS, GLENN
CLOSE, AND GABRIEL BASSO "You will not read a more important book about America this
year."—The Economist "A riveting book."—The Wall Street Journal "Essential
reading."—David Brooks, New York Times Hillbilly Elegy is a passionate and personal analysis
of a culture in crisis—that of white working-class Americans. The disintegration of this group, a
process that has been slowly occurring now for more than forty years, has been reported with
growing frequency and alarm, but has never before been written about as searingly from the
inside. J. D. Vance tells the true story of what a social, regional, and class decline feels like
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when you were born with it hung around your neck. The Vance family story begins hopefully in
postwar America. J. D.’s grandparents were “dirt poor and in love,” and moved north from
Kentucky’s Appalachia region to Ohio in the hopes of escaping the dreadful poverty around
them. They raised a middle-class family, and eventually one of their grandchildren would
graduate from Yale Law School, a conventional marker of success in achieving generational
upward mobility. But as the family saga of Hillbilly Elegy plays out, we learn that J.D.'s
grandparents, aunt, uncle, sister, and, most of all, his mother struggled profoundly with the
demands of their new middle-class life, never fully escaping the legacy of abuse, alcoholism,
poverty, and trauma so characteristic of their part of America. With piercing honesty, Vance
shows how he himself still carries around the demons of his chaotic family history. A deeply
moving memoir, with its share of humor and vividly colorful figures, Hillbilly Elegy is the story of
how upward mobility really feels. And it is an urgent and troubling meditation on the loss of the
American dream for a large segment of this country.Gradually a young girl comes to terms with
her grandfather's death.Designed to help children cope with the loss of a loved one and find
comfort during this stressful and difficult time.'Life affirming, triumphant and tragic . . .
masterfully told. . . but also a wonderful page-turner' Guardian 'Brilliant and hugely ambitious'
New York Times 'Extraordinary' Telegraph ___ HERE IS A SMALL FACT - YOU ARE GOING
TO DIE 1939. Nazi Germany. The country is holding its breath. Death has never been busier.
Liesel, a nine-year-old girl, is living with a foster family on Himmel Street. Her parents have
been taken away to a concentration camp. Liesel steals books. This is her story and the story
of the inhabitants of her street when the bombs begin to fall. SOME IMPORTANT
INFORMATION - THIS NOVEL IS NARRATED BY DEATH ___ Over 16 million copies sold
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worldwide. Now a major motion picture.Explains life and death for all living things with
illustrations about plants, animals and people.A beloved classic that captures the powerful
bond between man and man’s best friend. Billy has long dreamt of owning not one, but two,
dogs. So when he’s finally able to save up enough money for two pups to call his own—Old
Dan and Little Ann—he’s ecstatic. It doesn’t matter that times are tough; together they’ll roam
the hills of the Ozarks. Soon Billy and his hounds become the finest hunting team in the valley.
Stories of their great achievements spread throughout the region, and the combination of Old
Dan’s brawn, Little Ann’s brains, and Billy’s sheer will seems unbeatable. But tragedy awaits
these determined hunters—now friends—and Billy learns that hope can grow out of despair,
and that the seeds of the future can come from the scars of the past. Praise for Where the Red
Fern Grows A Top 100 Children’s Novel, School Library Journal's A Fuse #8 Production A
Must-Read for Kids 9 to 14, NPR Winner of Multiple State Awards Over 7 million copies in
print! “Very touching.” —The New York Times Book Review “One of the great classics of
children’s literature . . . Any child who doesn’t get to read this beloved and powerfully emotional
book has missed out on an important piece of childhood for the last 40-plus years.” —Common
Sense Media “An exciting tale of love and adventure you’ll never forget.” —School Library
Journal “A book of unadorned naturalness.” —Kirkus Reviews “Written with so much feeling
and sentiment that adults as well as children are drawn [in] with a passion.” —Arizona Daily
Star “It’s a story about a young boy and his two hunting dogs and . . . I can’t even go on
without getting a little misty.” —The Huffington Post “We tear up just thinking about it.” —Time
on the film adaptation'If you are interested in stories with happy endings, you would be better
off reading some other book.' Violet, Klaus and Sunny Baudelaire are most unfortunate
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children. Orphaned after the sudden death of their parents in a house fire, they are left in the
hands of their guardian, Count Olaf, who has diabolical plans for them . . . 'A Series of
Unfortunate Events' has sold more than 60 million copies worldwide, has been translated into
41 languages and was adapted into a 2004 film starring Jim Carrey. 'Wicked good fun' - Kirkus
ReviewsA brave mouse, a covetous rat, a wishful serving girl, and a princess named Pea
come together in Kate DiCamillo's Newbery Medal–winning tale. Welcome to the story of
Despereaux Tilling, a mouse who is in love with music, stories, and a princess named Pea. It is
also the story of a rat called Roscuro, who lives in the darkness and covets a world filled with
light. And it is the story of Miggery Sow, a slow-witted serving girl who harbors a simple,
impossible wish. These three characters are about to embark on a journey that will lead them
down into a horrible dungeon, up into a glittering castle, and, ultimately, into each other's lives.
What happens then? As Kate DiCamillo would say: Reader, it is your destiny to find out. With
black-and-white illustrations and a refreshed cover by Timothy Basil Ering.YES! This musthave toddler title sheds light on some concepts with a comical flair that will make readers
HAPPY. A towering ice-cream cone makes Baby HAPPY. But when that delectable treat goes
splat, it makes Baby SAD. And how quickly HAPPY turns to SAD when a favorite red balloon
flies away! Even the littlest listeners will relate to this playful look at a pair of emotions that are
part of every baby’s day.Death is a difficult topic for any parent or educator to explain to a
child, perhaps even more so when the child has Autism Spectrum Disorder or other Special
Needs. This book is designed specifically to help children with these additional needs to
understand what happens when someone dies. The first book of its kind, I Have a Question
about Death uses straightforward text and images to walk children through what it means when
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someone dies, as well as ways they might want to react or to think about the person. Using
clear illustrations throughout and with information for parents and guardians, this book is
essential for families with a child aged 5-11 with Autism Spectrum Disorder or other special
needs.From the creator of the popular website Ask a Manager and New York’s work-advice
columnist comes a witty, practical guide to 200 difficult professional conversations—featuring
all-new advice! There’s a reason Alison Green has been called “the Dear Abby of the work
world.” Ten years as a workplace-advice columnist have taught her that people avoid awkward
conversations in the office because they simply don’t know what to say. Thankfully, Green
does—and in this incredibly helpful book, she tackles the tough discussions you may need to
have during your career. You’ll learn what to say when • coworkers push their work on
you—then take credit for it • you accidentally trash-talk someone in an email then hit “reply all”
• you’re being micromanaged—or not being managed at all • you catch a colleague in a lie •
your boss seems unhappy with your work • your cubemate’s loud speakerphone is making you
homicidal • you got drunk at the holiday party Praise for Ask a Manager “A must-read for
anyone who works . . . [Alison Green’s] advice boils down to the idea that you should be
professional (even when others are not) and that communicating in a straightforward manner
with candor and kindness will get you far, no matter where you work.”—Booklist (starred
review) “The author’s friendly, warm, no-nonsense writing is a pleasure to read, and her advice
can be widely applied to relationships in all areas of readers’ lives. Ideal for anyone new to the
job market or new to management, or anyone hoping to improve their work
experience.”—Library Journal (starred review) “I am a huge fan of Alison Green’s Ask a
Manager column. This book is even better. It teaches us how to deal with many of the most
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vexing big and little problems in our workplaces—and to do so with grace, confidence, and a
sense of humor.”—Robert Sutton, Stanford professor and author of The No Asshole Rule and
The Asshole Survival Guide “Ask a Manager is the ultimate playbook for navigating the
traditional workforce in a diplomatic but firm way.”—Erin Lowry, author of Broke Millennial:
Stop Scraping By and Get Your Financial Life TogetherHere is the book that Elf-help fans
everywhere were asking for . . . a book to help children grieve in healthy ways. This friendly
and loving guide is loaded with positive, life-affirming help to coping with loss as a child.Four
therapists and psychiatrists at the San Francisco General Hospital's Child Trauma Research
Project provide therapists with guidelines for treating infants and children who have
experienced the death of a parent. Coverage includes common reactions, caregiver reactions,
child responses, and the variables involved; the assessment process; and treFrom bestselling
author Todd Parr, a poignant and reassuring story about loss. Through the lens of a pet fish
who has lost his companion, Todd Parr tells a moving and wholly accessible story about saying
goodbye. Touching upon the host of emotions children experience, Todd reminds readers that
it's okay not to know all the answers, and that someone will always be there to support them.
An invaluable resource for life's toughest moments.Written and illustrated by the talented and
award-winning author-illustrator Rebecca Cobb, this extraordinary book deals with the loss of a
parent from a child's point of view. Perfectly pitched text and evocative artwork explore the
many emotions a bereaved child may experience, from anger to guilt and from sadness to
bewilderment. And importantly, the book also focuses on the positive - the recognition that the
child is still part of a family, and that his memories of his mother are to be treasured. Beautifully
illustrated with moments of wonderful warmth and the gentlest humour, Missing Mummy is a
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touching, honest and helpful book that approaches a difficult subject with great integrity.Losing
a grandparent is often a child’s first experience with grief. The ordeal can be as bewildering as
it is painful. Explaining what happens from a child’s-eye view, the little elves in this book depict
the difficult days before, after, and beyond a grandparent’s death. They explore the meaning of
death and heaven, as well as how to stay close in spirit with a grandparent who has died. With
ideas for action and questions for discussion, this creative guide will help you help your
grieving child to create comforting memories and find closure.The Great Gatsby is a 1925
novel written by American author F. Scott Fitzgerald that follows a cast of characters living in
the fictional town of West and East Egg on prosperous Long Island in the summer of 1922. The
story primarily concerns the young and mysterious millionaire Jay Gatsby and his quixotic
passion and obsession for the beautiful former debutante Daisy Buchanan. The Great Gatsby
explores themes of decadence, idealism, resistance to change, social upheaval, and excess,
creating a portrait of the Jazz Age or the Roaring Twenties that has been described as a
cautionary tale regarding the American Dream. Set on the prosperous Long Island of 1922,
The Great Gatsby provides a critical social history of America during the Roaring Twenties
within its fictional narrative. That era, known for profound economic prosperity, the
development of jazz music flapper culture, new technologies in communication (motion
pictures, broadcast radio, recorded music) forging a genuine mass culture; and bootlegging,
along with other criminal activity, is plausibly depicted in Fitzgerald's novel. Fitzgerald uses
many of these societal developments of the 1920s that were to build Gatsby's stories from
many of the simple details like automobiles to broader themes like Fitzgerald's discreet
allusions to the organized crime culture which was the source of Gatsby's fortune. Fitzgerald
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depicts the garish society of the Roaring Twenties by placing the book's plotline within the
historical context of the era.As The Giving Tree turns fifty, this timeless classic is available for
the first time ever in ebook format. This digital edition allows young readers and lifelong fans to
continue the legacy and love of a household classic that will now reach an even wider
audience. Never before have Shel Silverstein's children's books appeared in a format other
than hardcover. Since it was first published fifty years ago, Shel Silverstein's poignant picture
book for readers of all ages has offered a touching interpretation of the gift of giving and a
serene acceptance of another's capacity to love in return. Shel Silverstein's incomparable
career as a bestselling children's book author and illustrator began with Lafcadio, the Lion Who
Shot Back. He is also the creator of picture books including A Giraffe and a Half, Who Wants a
Cheap Rhinoceros?, The Missing Piece, The Missing Piece Meets the Big O, and the perennial
favorite The Giving Tree, and of classic poetry collections such as Where the Sidewalk Ends, A
Light in the Attic, Falling Up, Every Thing On It, Don't Bump the Glump!, and Runny Babbit.
And don't miss these other Shel Silverstein ebooks, Where the Sidewalk Ends, and A Light in
the Attic!Reassure kids through the process of grief and loss Why Do I Feel So Sad? is an
inclusive, age-appropriate, illustrated kid's book designed to help young children understand
their own grief. The examples and beautiful illustrations are rooted in real life, exploring the
truth of loss and change, while remaining comforting and hopeful. Broad enough to encompass
many forms of grief, this book reassures kids that they are not alone in their feelings and even
suggests simple things they can do to feel better, like drawing, dancing, and talking to friends
and family. Why Do I Feel So Sad? is: Practical and compassionate--Written for early
childhood-aged kids, this book touches on common sources of grief--everything from death to
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divorce or changing schools. Different for everyone--This book normalizes the confusing
thoughts and physical symptoms that come with grief, so kids know there's no one right way to
feel or heal. Tips for grownups--Find expert advice and simple strategies for supporting
grieving kids in your life. Children don't have to go through grief alone; this book provides the
tools to help them.It's painful when children lose their pets, and The End of Something
Wonderful helps them handle their feelings when they can't find the right words. In a warm,
understanding, sometimes funny way, it explains how to plan a backyard funeral to say
goodbye, from choosing a box and a burial spot to giving a eulogy. Most of all, it reassures kids
that it's not the end of everything . . . and that Something Wonderful can happen
again.Explains why people die and what death means, the purpose of funerals, and how
people react when loved ones die.School is almost out for Audrey, but the panic attacks are
just beginning. Because Audrey told a lie and now her classmate, Ana, is dead. Just as her
world begins to spin out of control, Audrey meets the enigmatic Rad – the boy who could turn it
all around. But will their ill-timed romance drive her closer to the edge?Anxiety-Free Kids (2nd
ed.) offers parents strategies that help children become happy and worry free, methods that
relieve a child's excessive anxieties and phobias, and tools for fostering interaction and familyoriented solutions. Using a unique companion approach that offers two books in one-a
practical, reader-friendly book for parents and a fun workbook for kids-this solutions-oriented
guide utilizes the cognitive-behavioral approach to therapy and integrates the parent in the
child's self-help process. Research has shown that if left untreated, children with anxiety
disorders are at higher risk to perform poorly in school, to have less-developed social skills,
and to be more vulnerable to substance abuse. Covering the six most commonly occurring
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anxiety disorders-generalized anxiety, separation anxiety, specific phobias, social phobias,
panic disorder, and obsessive-compulsive disorder-this book gives kids and parents successful
strategies for achieving relaxation, conquering worries, challenging faulty thinking patterns,
developing positive self-talk, and facing one's fears."Rosy-cheeked and wrapped in blue, with a
flower in her hair, Death rides a pink bike. Death, a greeneyed little girl in this pastel world,
visits small animals with soft fur and big animals with sharp teeth. She lingers with a kindly
grandmother as they knit one last scarf together. She wanders through surroundings of gentle
beauty and she tells us who she is. For parents of children facing the loss of a family member,
a friend, or a pet, this book finds words to express what is often so difficult to explain. It ends
with such a feeling of uplift and acceptance that readers of any age will turn the last page with
a smile and a tear"--Excerpt from Amazon.com.After Sherman sees something terrible happen,
he becomes anxious and then angry, so a counselor helps him talk about these emotions.Two
friends have an argument and do things without each other, but they soon realize they miss
each other.Paul Fisher sees the world from behind glasses so thick he looks like a bug-eyed
alien. But he’s not so blind that he can’t see there are some very unusual things about his
family’s new home in Tangerine County, Florida. Where else does a sinkhole swallow the local
school, fire burn underground for years, and lightning strike at the same time every day? The
chaos is compounded by constant harassment from his football–star brother, and adjusting to
life in Tangerine isn’t easy for Paul—until he joins the soccer team at his middle school. With
the help of his new teammates, Paul begins to discover what lies beneath the surface of his
strange new hometown. And he also gains the courage to face up to some secrets his family
has been keeping from him for far too long. In Tangerine, it seems, anything is possible.
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